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Abstract: The knowledge of the surface topography has a major importance in the field of Earth sciences. It is
essential in any discipline concerned with process modeling like hydrology, climatology, geomorphology and
ecology. The present study utilized Environmental Systems Research Institute’s (ESRI) ArcGIS 9.3 (with the
spatial  analyst  extension)  software, remote sensing data ( DEM and Digital Aerial Photo) of the study area
(East Jeddah Province) to extract a different maps of exact geographical locations, like; Contour map, Slop map,
Aspect map and Hill-shade map. By using these maps, the land surface and terrain classification of the study
area could be realized on a detailed understanding of its terrain variation characteristics (Terrain Classification)
also to the natural surface features that including hills, valleys Streams …etc. The results show that the
landscape features of the study area included three main units: Flat, rolling and Mountainous (Highland and
Ridge). All the output maps were defined according to WGS84_UTM_Zone 37N system.
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INTRODUCTION integration between GIS and remote sensing are become

Topography is a detailed study or description of a analyzing and presenting spatial and descriptive data
particular place or region. By describing the elevation of directly or indirectly from satellite image and from
each point and its neighborhood, topography is a graphic available maps [3]. Digital Elevation Models (DEM) is one
representation of landscapes natural surface features of the remote sensing data required in many applications
including hills, valleys, rivers, lakes and such, as principle as input for GIS to create different types of thematic maps
man-made features. The terrain is very irregular surface for land use and cover, in addition to other terrain
and changes from point to another, so that the terrain is information [4]. Applied the spatial analysis for extracting
classified into some category from very smooth surface an information about the topographic terrain variation of
(flat terrain) to very mountainous surface (very rough a certain study area offers the advantage of having
terrain). Therefore the terrain classification is an important information content of spatially distributed data to be
step before processing the DEM, because, it helps in analyze [5, 6].
choosing the most suitable processing method for each Hence, the main objective of the current research is
terrain type. The classification process has to be done to describe the workflow for producing a relational data
according to some values of selected parameters, which maps for the adopted study area by the integration
have indications to terrain relief [1]. Nowadays, the remote process between remote sensing (Digital Aerial Photo)
sensing techniques of radar interferometry with Synthetic and ArcGIS/Spatial analyst extension. The analytical
Aperture Radar systems (SAR) and laser interferometry process was performed on DEM file of the study area to
(LIDAR) are currently the most advanced technology and produce digital image maps describe the terrain surfaces,
the most effective way to derivate the terrain elevation slope, aspect, hill shade of the whole area [7]. The
and acquire topographic information [2]. Therefore, the coordinate system of the output maps are defined

a useful tools in capturing, accumulating, modeling,
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according to the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)
coordinate system with specification of north hemisphere
at the zone (37) and the World Geodetic System 84
(WGS84) reference ellipsoid, i.e., WGS84_UTM_Zone
37N.

Study Area
Topography: Jeddah Province is Located in the West of
Kingdom Saudi Arabia covering an area of approximately
5000 sq km (Fig. 1) including the city and adjacent
mountain regions. East of Jeddah has many different
terrain  categories  from very smooth surface (flat terrain)
to very mountainous surface (very rough terrain). The
study area (Buraiman Sub-Municipality) was chosen for
this research because it is a traditional region between
high land, foothill and valleys, as well as it is characterize Fig. 2: Topography Thematic Map for Jeddah Province
by different train classification (Fig. 2) which has been and Study area (Buraiman Sub-Municipality)
shown the DEM for Jeddah with study area(Buraiman
Sub-Municipality).

Location: The study area (Buraiman Sub-Municipality) is
located in East of Jeddah Province. It is located between
latitudes of (21° 34' 03.4458" - 21° 51' 48.2343" degree) and
longitudes of (39° 11' 21.1766"- 39° 28' 54.1810" degree).
The area coordinates related to projected coordinates,
WGS84_UTM_Zone 37N (upper left corner (519549.681 E,
2417719.223 N) and Lower right corner (549872.977 E,
2385047.301 N)). It covers an area of about (610) sq.km
and lied western part of flood zone of Kingdom Saudi
Arabia (Fig. 3).

Fig. 1: Jeddah Province and Study area (Buraiman Sub- Fig. 3: Topography Map & Aerial Photography for Study
Municipality) area (Buraiman Sub-Municipality)

DEM Topography Thematic 

Digital Aerial digital Photography 2011.
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Table 1: LiDAR classification and feature identification activities
Platform Fixed-wing aircraft
Equipment > 100 Hz
Point-density 2 pts/m
LiDAR Strip overlap 20-30%
Datum The World Geodetic System 84 (WGS84) reference ellipsoid, (WGS84_UTM_Zone 37N).
Height KSA Geoid 2004
Point accuracy < 50 cm RMS Horizontal (95% confidence) < 15 cm RMS Vertical (95% confidence)
Returns > 4 returns
Project area Jeddah Province with buffer zone 1km around its boundaries
Base stations Minimum 2
Intensity 12 bit
Quality check points 150-200 points evenly distributed across DTM area
Cross-strips Minimum 4 Cross-strips
Delivery tiles 500m x 500 m
Imagery specifications Resolution (GSD) maximum 10 centimeters

The Used Data (LiDAR Data Specification): Digital system with specific capabilities for spatially referenced
Elevation Models (DEM) is a computerized representation data as well as a set of operations for processing and
of the Earths relief. Different formats exists, among the analyzing the data [9]. The major advantage of a GIS is
most usual are triangulated irregular networks (TIN), that it allows us to identify the spatial relationships
regular grids, contour lines and scattered data points [8]. between map features as done by this study. A GIS links
In the current research, Airborne Light Detection and spatial features with attributes about a particular location
Ranging (LiDAR) Data Imagery were acquired to support on a map. The information is stored as attributes of the
LiDAR  classification  and feature identification activities graphically represented feature. In the present study, the
for Jeddah Province in Jun 2011. It is anticipated that the data sources for GIS: Satellite images and DEM [10].
imagery acquired using medium format digital cameras
integrated with the LiDAR equipment. So, a flight plan for ArcGIS Desktop (Version 9.3): Spatial Analyst
high resolution Imagery and LiDAR Data should be extension: Generally, ArcGIS Desktop is the most
acquired to support LiDAR classification and feature important program for the GIS application exactly
identification activities with the following specification as nowadays. The ARCGIS supports the virtual reality
shown in Table 1. program; additionally with ArcScene and ArcGlobe we

The Data and Software Used in this Research: DEM: Geo- Desktop]. The ArcGIS is designed to support a range of
referenced LiDAR-DEM in the WGS84_UTM_37N different kinds of analysis of geographic information:
coordinate system was used in this study. The spatial techniques to examine and explore data from a geographic
resolution of this DEM is < 50 cm RMS Horizontal (95% perspective, to develop and test models and to present
confidence) and < 15 cm RMS Vertical (95% confidence), data in ways that lead to greater insight and
captured in year 2011. understanding. ArcGIS Spatial Analyst is an optional

Images: Geo-referenced Aerial digital Photography in for  comprehensive,  raster-based  spatial  analysis
WGS84 UTM 37N coordinate system, the spatial [ArcGIS Spatial Analyst]. With ArcGIS Spatial Analyst,
resolution is (GSD) maximum 10 Centimeters capture in users can employ a wide range of data formats to combine
year 2011. datasets, interpret new data and perform complex raster

Software surface interpolation, hydrologic analysis, statistical
GIS: There are numerous definitions of GIS, none of analysis and much more.
which actually describe or explain it sufficiently, but better
definition is an information system designed to acquire, Global Mapper (Version 10.0.2): Global Mapper is more
store, process and display data referenced by spatial or than just a utility; it has built in functionality for distance
geographical coordinates. In a sense, a GIS may be and area calculations, raster blending, feathering, spectral
thought of as a higher-order map, being both a database analysis   and   contrast   adjustment,  elevation  querying,

can consider it a type of virtual reality software [ArcGIS

extension  to  ARCGIS Desktop provides powerful tools

operations such as terrain analysis, surface modeling,
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line of sight calculations, cut-and-fill volume calculations,
as well as advanced capabilities like image rectification,
contour generation from surface data, view shed analysis
(including Fresnel) from surface data, terrain layer
comparison (including differencing) and triangulation and
gridding of 3D point data. Repetitive tasks can be
accomplished using the built in scripting language or
comprehensive batch conversion functionality [Global
Mapper Overview].

Surfer8: Surfer 8 is a contouring and 3D surface mapping Fig. 4: 3D surface for Study area (Buraiman Sub-
software. It easily and accurately transforms XYZ data to Municipality). Using Surfer software
create contour maps, 3D surface maps, 3D wireframe
maps, shaded relief maps, rainbow color "image" maps,
post maps, classed post maps, vector maps and base
maps. It can calculate cross sections, areas and volumes
[11].

Build  an  Elevation  Raster  Grid  for  the Study Area:
The elevation information is represented in computers as
elevation data in a digital format. Many interpretation of
the surface spatial analysis related to the terrain elevation
features are performed by employed remote sensing
techniques and GIS Package software, where traditional Using Surfer software
methods do not fulfill the demands for accurate analysis
and interpretation. Surface spatial analysis study was
performed on the DEM of the study area with ArcGIS
Spatial analyst to derive useful Geospatial information
from the study area elevation surfaces such as Slope,
Aspect Hill-shade and View-shed maps. These
topographic surface maps give the ability to relate the
data to real-world elevations and analyze how these
varied surfaces might affect the data in question. At the
first, the DEM of the study area was prepared from the
UTM geo-referenced DEM of the study area
topographically coverage data set by using Global Using ArcGIS software
Mapper  10.0  as  shown  in  Fig. 2. Figure 3 shows the
geo-referenced  output  DEM of study area (Buraiman
Sub-Municipality) with elevation scale. By using Surfer 8
, the grid of the xyz data format of the DEM was extracted
and plotted as a 3D surface to demonstrate the detailed
topographic variation of the study area with respect to the
coordinate system as shown in Fig. 4.

To build the elevation surface maps, the DEM format
must be converted to elevation raster format with suitable
cell size (1m) and grey scale eight byte (raster DEM)
through the ARC-Toolbox windows in ArcGIS9.3 Desktop
as shown in Fig. 5. The elevation Raster format is a raster Using ArcGIS Layout
stores attributes such as elevation as a grid, it is used to
derive surfaces representing landscape surfaces such as Fig. 5: The elevation raster grid for Study area (Buraiman
slop, Hill-shade, aspect etc. [12]. Sub-Municipality)
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Data  analysis  is the process of interpreting data.
This may range from simple exploratory data analysis,
which involves simply looking at the data and describing
what we see, to complex analysis such as modeling.
ArcGIS Spatial Analyst provides a range of spatial
modeling and terrain analysis features. This extension
allows user to create, query, map and analyze cell-based
raster DEM data and to perform integrated vector-raster
analysis. All the required terrain analysis process for
study area was completed using ArcGIS9.3 Desktop
Package. In this study, the DEM data format have been
adopted instead of the triangulated irregular network
(TIN) which is depend on the vector data model for the
purpose of terrain modeling. The extracted terrain maps
extracted from the Fig. 5 are:

Contour Map: The contour map displays an output poly-
line data set. The value of each line represents all Using Surfer software 
contiguous  locations  with  the same height, magnitude,
or concentration of whatever the values on the input data
set represent. Based on study area topographic map
which has contour interval (10 m), the contour map was
created. It contained a classified field for height of
contour line, to take the base height in (3D) applications.
Fig. 6 illustrates the contour map of the study area as
display by ArcGIS9.30 Desktop. This map is an effective
way to identify which locations have the same value. It is
also useful for surface representation because it allow the
analyst to simultaneously visualize flat and steep areas for
analyzing the distance between contours.

Hill Shade Map: The Hill-shade (shaded relief) map is the
gray level within a certain pixel of the image. This gray
level is proportion to the deviation angle from the normal
incident of light from the sun. The more deviated the
angle, the gray level become higher – move up to 256 level Contour interval 10 m
direction. Therefore, the attribute of tone in a pixel of Using ArcGIS software 
shaded relief image depends on its slope and aspect,
which are generated from height distributing in an area. Fig. 6: Contour Map for Study area(Buraiman Sub-
The shaded relief maps of the study area are created from Municipality)
the raster DEM data sets using 45° (Fig. 7) and 75° (Fig. 8)
of sun angles and 315° for sun azimuth. Variations of sun intensity of the sun in a given location. For graphical
angle and azimuth assist in enhancing some structures display, Hill-shade can greatly used to visually enhance
and rock type. Figures 7 and 8 illustrated that the texture the terrain features
and pattern of certain areas are enhanced. In general, the
Hill-shade maps are used to determine illumination of a Slop  Map:  The  purpose  of  the slope map defines the
surface for either analysis or graphical display. For rate of elevation change from each pixel in the raster DEM
analysis, can  be used to determine the length of time and its  neighbors.  The  output  slop  raster  data  set   can  be
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Using Surfer software Using ArcGIS software

Fig. 7: Hill- shade map for Study area (Buraiman Sub-Municipality) with sun angles 45°

Using Surfer software Using ArcGIS software

Fig. 8: Hill- shade map for Study area (Buraiman Sub-Municipality) with sun angles 75°

Fig. 9: Triangle slop measurement
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Fig. 10: Slop Map for Study area (Buraiman Sub-Municipality) according to ArcGIS9.3 default

Table 2: Maximum permissible grades for highways (%) [13]

Terrain type Max. grad %

Flat Terrain < 5
Rolling Terrain 5-12
Mountainous Terrain >12

calculated as either a percentage of slop or a degree of
slop. Here we are interested in the degree angle of the
slope defined as the angle defined by rise (vertical
distance) and (horizontal distance), see (Fig. 9) for
continuous case, it is obtained by computing the partial
derivative components in x, y direction for each point. In
practice, because DEM image is the discrete grid data, the
derivative is computed using finite difference method in
each cell’s neighborhood [7]. Figure 10 shows the slop
feature map of the study area with a default classification
of the ArcGIS9.3 Desktop. The maximum slope is (30)
degree. The map in the Fig. 10 demonstrated that the
steep areas are easy to see, perhaps easier to see than
with color and hill-shading and less cluttered than with
contours.

According to Oglesby and Hicks [13] the slop map of
the study area can be classified into three different Terrain
types as related to classification of the highway
engineering in Table 2. Figure 11 shows the Terrain types
according to Oglesby and Hicks [13].

Aspect  Map:  Aspect  map   identifies   the  steepest
down-slope  direction  from  each  cell  to  its  neighbors.
It could be thought of as the angle between slope
direction and the north direction. The angle is expressed
in positive degrees from 0 to 360, measured clockwise
starting at 0 from the north [9]. It can be thought of as
slope direction or the compass direction of a hill faces.
Figure 12 shows the classified Hill-shade map of the study
area. The Aspect map is a very useful map for the
environmental engineer or planner.

The above output maps created from the applying
GIS analysis can be gave the decision makers a good idea
about the topographic structures of study area, without
the GIS, this analysis information would have taken much
more time to extract.
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Fig. 11: Slop Map for Study area(Buraiman Sub-Municipality) according to Oglesby and Hicks[13]

Fig. 12: Aspect map for Study area (Buraiman Sub-Municipality)
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CONCLUSION 5. Esri, 2010. Lidar Analysis in ArcGIS® 9.3.1 for

The study of spatial analysis and interpretations of York St., Redlands, CA 92373-8100 USA, WEB
the terrain features in Buraiman Sub-Municipality www.esri.com.http://www.esri.com/software/ArcGI
successfully demonstrates that the applied GIS S/about/gis_for_me.html, access.
methodology is powerful tool in evaluation and 6. Lang,  S.,  D. Tiede, B. Maier and T. Blaschke, 2006.
describing the spatial analysis and mapping of the 3D Forest structure analysis from optical and LIDAR
landscape  characteristics  and  terrain   classification data. Revista Ambiência, Guarapuava, v.2 Edição
(Slop, Aspect, Contour and Hill-shade). This is essential Especial, 1: 95-110.
to carry out more advanced studies of the complex 7. Uddin, W., 2011. Remote Sensing Laser and Imagery
behavior of geographic process and observed shape, Data for Inventory and Condition Assessment of
patterns and morphometric structures of the earth surface. Road and Airport Infrastructure and GIS
All the resultant digital maps and attributes have been Visualization. International Journal of Roads and
stored as a relational GIS and RS Database System for Airports (IJRA) ISSN 2036-2595 [on-line] - http://
Buraiman Sub-Municipality. The relational GIS and RS ijra.univpm.it.
Database System for study area can be used for retrieval, 8. Ryotaro Takeda and Wataru Takeuchi, 2010. Towards
updating, analyzing and modeling any required map or DTM generation from ASTER GDEM and STRM3 in
information. hilly terrain using wavelets. 31  Asian Conference on
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